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Abstract

Microwave processing of materials is a relatively new technology advancement alternative that provides new approaches for enhancing material properties as well as economic advantages through energy savings and accelerated product development. Factors that hinder the use of microwaves in materials processing are declining, so that prospect for the development of this technology seem to be very promising [1]. The two mechanisms of orientation polarisation and interfacial space charge polarisation, together with dc. conductivity, form the basis of high frequency heating. Clearly, advantages in utilising microwave technologies for processing materials include penetration radiation, controlled electric field distribution and selective and volumetric heating. However, the most commonly used facilities for microwave processing materials are of fixed frequency, eg 2.45 GHz. This paper presents a state-of-the-art review of microwave technologies, processing methods and industrial applications, using Variable Frequency Microwave (VFM) facilities. This is a new alternative for microwave processing
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Introduction

The word microwave is not new to every walk of life as there are more than 60 million microwave ovens in households all over the world [2]. On account of its great success in processing food, people believe that the microwave technology can also be wisely employed to process materials, eg cross-link polymers or sinter ceramics. Microwave processing of materials is a relatively new technology that provides new approaches to improve the physical properties of materials; alternatives for processing materials that are hard to process; a reduction in the environmental impact of materials processing; economic advantages through energy savings, space, and time; and an opportunity to produce new materials and microstructures that cannot be achieved by other methods. Microwave characteristics that are not available in conventional processing of materials consist of [2]: penetrating radiation; controllable electric field distribution; rapid heating; selective heating of materials and self-limiting reactions. Single or in combination, these characteristics lead to benefits and opportunities that are not available in conventional processing methods.

The mechanisms that govern the energy distribution process during microwave processing of materials include dipole friction, current loss and ion jump relaxation [3-6]. This results in a relatively uniform heat distribution throughout the entire exposure to microwave irradiation, immediately in front of rectangular or circular waveguides. The fast heating rate encountered using microwave energy can thus lead to reduced processing time and consequent energy efficiency. In conventional microwave processing, microwave energy was launched at a fixed frequency of either 915 MHz or 2.45 GHz or 5.8 GHz or 24.125 GHz into a waveguide or cavity and it brought with it the inherent heating uniformity problems such as hot spots or thermal runaway [7-9]. A US based company developed a new technique for microwave processing, known as Variable Frequency Microwave (VFM) technique, to solve the problems brought about by fixed frequency microwave processing. The facilities are new in many countries including Australia. The technique is geared towards advanced materials processing and chemical synthesis. It offers rapid, uniform and selective heating over a large volume at a high energy coupling efficiency. This is accomplished using a preselected bandwidth sweeping around a central frequency employing frequency agile sources such as travelling wave tubes as the microwave power amplifier. Selective heating of complex samples and industrial scale-up are now viable. During VFM processing, a given frequency of microwaves would only be launched for less than one millisecond. Two such facilities are available in the Industrial Research Institute, Swinburne (IRIS), Swinburne University of Technology, Melbourne, Australia. The VW1500 (Figure 1) with a maximum power output of 125 W generates microwave energy in the frequency range of 6 – 18 GHz and the other, Microcure 2100 Model 250 (Figure2) operates at 2 – 7 GHz with a maximum power level of 250 W. The cavity
The VFM technique was based on the travelling wave tube principle, as shown schematically in Figure 3. Successful applications have been reported in the areas of joining fibre reinforced thermoplastic matrix composite materials, of curing advanced polymeric encapsulants, materials characterisation, curing profiles for various adhesives, structural bonding of glass to plastic housing, rapid treatment of automotive exhaust gas effluents and non-destructive test of quality using VFM [10-15].

However, there are a lot of factors that have to be considered before employing Variable Frequency Microwave (VFM) irradiation for processing materials. Not all materials are suitable for microwave processing and one has to match the special characteristics of the process. Blind applications of microwave energy in material processing will usually lead to disappointment. On the other hand, wise application of the technology will have greater benefits than has been anticipated. Successful applications of these modern facilities by the authors include the characterisation of glass or carbon fibre reinforced thermoplastic matrix composites, eg 33% by weight glass fibre reinforced low density polyethylene [LDPE/GF (33%)], of primers, eg two-part five-minute rapid araldite (LRA), and joining of the above mentioned composite materials with, or, without primers. Such applications will be detailed in this paper.

**Microwave Fundamentals**

Microwaves form part of a continuous electromagnetic spectrum that extends from low-frequency alternating currents to cosmic rays. Microwaves propagate through empty space at the velocity of light. The frequency ranges from 300 MHz to 300 GHz (NRC, 1994, Thuery 1992). Frequencies reserved for industrial applications consist of 915 MHz, 2.45 GHz, 5.8 GHz and 24.124 GHz. Amongst those bands, 2.45 GHz is the most commonly used in industrial applications. Industrial microwaves are generated by a variety of devices such as like magnetrons, power grid tubes, klystrons, klystrodes, crossed-field amplifier, travelling wave tubes, and gyrotrons [2].

At the customary domestic microwave frequency of 2.45 GHz, the magnetrons are the workhorse. Material processing falls into this category [2]. The material properties of greatest importance [3, 5, 16-22] in microwave processing of a dielectric are the complex relative permittivity $\varepsilon' - j\varepsilon''$ and the loss tangent, $\tan\delta = \varepsilon''/\varepsilon'$. The real part of the permittivity, $\varepsilon'$, sometimes called the dielectric constant, mostly determines how much of the incident energy is reflected at the air-sample interface, and how much enters the sample. The most important property in microwave processing is the loss tangent, $\tan\delta$ or dielectric loss, which predicts the ability of the material to convert the incoming energy into heat. Ku et al. [17] showed that the reflection coefficient of a material, $\rho \approx \frac{\varepsilon'^2 - 1}{\varepsilon'^2 + 1}$, and the depth of penetration of a dielectric, $D \approx \frac{2}{\omega\mu_0\varepsilon_0\varepsilon'\tan\delta}$.

Therefore, the larger the value of the real part of the complex permittivity, the more the incident energy will be reflected by a dielectric but the energy that enters the material will penetrate further than in a dielectric with the same $\varepsilon''$ but lower $\varepsilon'$. 

**Variable Frequency Microwave Technology**
Currently, in most industrial microwave processing operations, the frequency of the microwave irradiation is usually fixed. When microwave energy of a fixed frequency, e.g., 2.45 GHz was launched into a waveguide, e.g., WR340, containing a piece of material, some areas of the material would experience higher electric field strength than the others. Those areas with higher electric field strength would be heated more, creating hot spots, which could even lead to thermal runaway. On the other side of the coin, the variable frequency microwave technique has several special features and it is capable of overcoming the non-uniformities in temperature and arcing associated with traditional microwave processing. A schematic diagram of the variable frequency microwave (VFM) facility system is shown in Figure 3. It utilises the sweeping frequency concept, which is based on parameters including central frequency, frequency bandwidth, and sweep rate. The total bandwidth, typically between 2.5 GHz to 18 GHz is divided into a few thousand points and during operation a computer cycles through these frequency points consecutively, with each cycle corresponding to a chosen sweep rate input, typically less than 0.5 seconds. For each frequency launched into the applicator, there exist standing wave patterns consisting of a number of modes. By cycling through the frequencies into the applicator, it is possible to generate thousands of different frequencies launched with each sweep cycle. The large number of frequencies excited during processing results in a uniform energy distribution throughout the applicator. The residence time of any given, established wave pattern, when thousands of frequencies are consecutively excited over a period of less than 0.5 seconds, is typically less than 0.2 seconds. During this short interval, a given load is exposed to an alternating electric field operating in the range of 2.5 GHz to 18 GHz.

Heating of suitable loads using microwave sources is substantially accelerated and propagates from “within” the load outwards thus resulting in minimal thermal stress build up. Moreover, the process can be selective, especially in the case of variable frequency microwave based processing where different frequencies being operated can be varied by parameters like dielectric loss tangent changes and also by differential absorption that the load undergoes at elevated temperatures. This selectivity of heating characteristic also applies to components and structures.

As a general way of heat processing, variable frequency microwave techniques may have limited usefulness. However, in specialised applications such as processing of polymers and polymer-matrix composites the technology has distinct advantages over conventional processing methods which are mainly associated with factors such as timesaving, increased process yield and no heating of the load’s environment.

Characterisation of Thermoplastic Matrix Composite (TMC) Materials Using VFM

The characterisation option of the VFM facilities was used to measure the characteristics of the cavity when a sample was loaded. The procedure followed was a sequence of operations whereby the user graphically sees how the cavity, with material loaded, would operate over the selected frequency range. The input power is selected on the basis of the estimated loss. During characterisation of the loaded cavity, temperature variations were obtained as well as incident power and reflected power levels from the cavity containing the sample via a monitor. The incident and reflected power levels versus frequencies together with the percentage of reflectance against frequencies were monitored and recorded. From this data, the bandwidth values most suitable for microwave processing were chosen.

---

**Figure 3: Multi-Mode Variable Power and Variable Frequency Set-up**
The total operation bandwidth for VW1500 is from 6.5 GHz to 18 GHz. The output power for characterisation for 33% by weight glass fibre reinforced thermoplastic matrix composite materials, eg 33% by weight fibre glass reinforced polystyrene [PS/GF (33%)] was 125 W and the maximum temperature reached was 32°C. On the other hand, the output power for more lossy materials was 50 W and the maximum temperature reached was 65°C.

Considering that the reflectance is the ratio of the reflected power to the incident power, the lowest percentage of reflectance for 33% by weight carbon fibre reinforced low density polyethylene [LDPE/CF (33%)] was found to be between 8.5 GHz to 9 GHz and 10.7 GHz to 12 GHz, as depicted in Figure 4. The percentage of reflectance ranged from 0 to 15. The best frequency range to process the material was therefore from 8.5 GHz to 9 GHz and from 10.7 GHz to 12 GHz in the frequency range from 6.5 GHz to 18 GHz.

Another experimental setting was used and the frequency range of the machine (Microcure 2100 model 250) was from 2 – 8 GHz. Thirty three percent by weight carbon fibre reinforced low density polyethylene [LDPE/CF (33%)] was expected to have a relatively high loss tangent because of the carbon fibre contained in the matrix and thus a power level of 50 W was chosen. This was to ensure that the interaction of microwave energy and the sample was not too vigorous and that the facility could provide a complete sweep of frequency from 2 GHz to 8 GHz in a certain period of time without making the temperature in the cavity dangerously high. The temperature adjacent to the sample was monitored during the cavity characterisation process and the machine would be switched off once the temperature was over 105°C, which was not too far from the melting point of the matrix material, LDPE. Figure 5 illustrates the percentage of reflectance against frequencies. It was found that the percentage of reflectance was lowest in the frequency range of 6.5 GHz to 8 GHz. The percentage of reflectance ranged from 0 to 35. LDPE/CF (33%) was therefore best processed in this frequency range because it absorbed a greater proportion of the incident power. A summary of characterisation results for the above materials was shown in Table 1.

**Table 1: Optimum Frequency Bands to process the 2 Materials in the Frequency Range of 2 GHz to 18 GHz**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Optimum Frequency Band (GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS/GF (33%)</td>
<td>8.5 - 9.0 and 10.0 - 12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE/CF (33%)</td>
<td>8.5 - 9.0 and 10.0 - 12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ku et al. [6, 23] found that the dimensions of components processed using VFM remained stable and the temperature was under controlled through the on-line PC during the period of processing.

VFM Application in Automotive Industries

There is an increasing need for new polymeric materials and processes, which are cost-effective and environmental friendly. In the automotive industry, more and more metallic parts are being replaced by lightweight polymer composites in order to reduce vehicle weight. Assembly of such parts is achieved using different joining processes. Microwave technology can play a significant role as a competitive alternative to current processing methods and traditional practices.

High performance polymer composites reinforced with carbon, glass or aramid fibres are being extensively used in the automotive and aerospace industries, but their widespread applications have been restricted due to the associated high processing costs. Processing of relatively thick cross section parts using conventional processing requires complex curing techniques with slow thermal rates and isothermal holds in order to avoid overheating due to cure reaction exotherms and poor thermal conductivity of the materials. Tunable single-
mode resonant cavity applicators with feedback control to allow the resonant frequency to be changed as material properties vary during processing have been developed since the late 1980s. These allow more efficient coupling with composites. Feedback thermal control, which is critical in processing, is usually accomplished using infrared thermography. Heat generated within adhesives during microwave irradiation is due to resistive heating from conductive currents and/or dielectric loss heating from dipole polarization relaxation. The dielectric loss measurements of a given adhesive over the range of temperatures and frequencies of interest can provide the necessary feedback control for frequency selection during variable frequency microwave heating. In general, the loss tangent of an adhesive shifts to a higher value as its temperature increases, and as the processing frequency becomes higher. For this reason, there are definite advantages in using variable frequency microwave irradiation method since the processing frequency can be varied and tuned to the optimum conditions.

**Conclusion**

From the above discussions, it will be clear that there are a lot of factors that have to be considered before employing microwave irradiation, whether it is of fixed or variable frequency, for processing materials. In VFM processing, users have to make sure that the power of the facility purchased is high enough for most of their applications and research. The power level of the VFM facilities in the authors’ workplace is considered inadequate in processing some materials, eg foodstuff [24]. However, the cost of a high power VFM facility is much higher than its low power counterpart, so a compromise of power level and cost should be made when acquiring a VFM facility. For an industrial scale application, it is likely that multiple single-frequency sources, eg magnetrons would be preferred as they are far cheaper and more powerful than amplified travelling wave tube devices [24].
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